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Summary
Background Zanubrutinib is a next-generation, selective Bruton tyrosine kinase inhibitor with efficacy in relapsed 
chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) and small lymphocytic lymphoma (SLL). We compared zanubrutinib with 
bendamustine–rituximab to determine its effectiveness as frontline therapy in patients with CLL or SLL.

Methods We conducted an open-label, multicentre, phase 3 study at 153 academic or community hospitals in 14 countries 
and regions. Eligible patients had untreated CLL or SLL requiring treatment as per International Workshop on CLL 
criteria; were aged 65 years or older, or 18 years or older and had comorbidities; and had an Eastern Cooperative Oncology 
Group performance status score of 0–2. A central interactive web response system randomly assigned patients without 
del(17)(p13·1) to zanubrutinib (group A) or bendamustine–rituximab (group B) by sequential block method (permutated 
blocks with a random block size of four). Patients with del(17)(p13·1) were enrolled in group C and received zanubrutinib. 
Zanubrutinib was administered orally at 160 mg twice per day (28-day cycles); bendamustine at 90 mg/m² of body 
surface area on days 1 and 2 for six cycles plus rituximab at 375 mg/m² of body surface area the day before or on day 1 of 
cycle 1, and 500 mg/m² of body surface area on day 1 of cycles 2–6, were administered intravenously. The primary 
endpoint was progression-free survival per independent review committee in the intention-to-treat population in 
groups A and B, with minimum two-sided α of 0·05 for superiority. Safety was analysed in all patients who received at 
least one dose of study treatment. The study is registered with ClinicalTrials.gov, NCT03336333, and is closed to  
recruitment.

Findings Between Oct 31, 2017, and July 22, 2019, 590 patients were enrolled; patients without del(17)(p13·1) were 
randomly assigned to zanubrutinib (group A; n=241) or bendamustine–rituximab (group B; n=238). At median 
follow-up of 26·2 months (IQR 23·7–29·6), median progression-free survival per independent review committee was 
not reached in either group (group A 95% CI not estimable [NE] to NE; group B 28·1 months to NE). Progression-free 
survival was significantly improved in group A versus group B (HR 0·42 [95% CI 0·28 to 0·63]; two-sided p<0·0001). 
The most common grade 3 or worse adverse event was neutropenia (27 [11%] of 240 patients in group A, 116 [51%] 
of 227 in group B, and 17 [15%] of 111 patients in group C). Serious adverse events occurred in 88 (37%) of 240 patients 
in group A, 113 (50%) of 227 patients in group B, and 45 (41%) of 111 patients in group C. Adverse events leading to 
death occurred in 11 (5%) of 240 patients in group A, 12 (5%) of 227 patients in group B, and three (3%) of 111 patients 
in group C, most commonly due to COVID-19 (four [2%] of 240 patients in group A), diarrhoea, and aspiration 
pneumonia (two each [1%] of 227 patients in group B).

Interpretation Zanubrutinib significantly improved progression-free survival versus bendamustine–rituximab, with 
an acceptable safety profile consistent with previous studies. These data support zanubrutinib as a potential new 
treatment option for untreated CLL and SLL.

Funding BeiGene.

Copyright © 2022 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL) and its tissue 
counterpart small lymphocytic lymphoma (SLL; hereafter 
together referred to as CLL) have traditionally been 
treated with chemoimmunotherapy as standard of care.1 

Improvements in the understanding of CLL patho
physiology have enabled the development of effective 
targeted therapies.1 The firstgeneration irreversible 
Bruton tyrosine kinase (BTK) inhibitor ibrutinib is an 
approved CLL treatment. Ibrutinibbased therapy with or 
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without antiCD20 monoclonal antibodies demonstrated 
superior outcomes in phase 3 comparisons with 
chemoimmunotherapy regimens, including improved 
progressionfree survival2,3 and overall survival2 in one 
study. However, ibrutinib has been associated with 
several toxicities, including bleeding, hypertension, 
arthralgia, and diarrhoea,4 some of which might result 
from offtarget kinase inhibition.5 Ibrutinib has been 
associated with cardiac arrhythmias, including atrial 
fibrillation or flutter in both randomised and realworld 
studies.4,6 More rarely, ventricular arrhythmias, including 
fatal events, have been described in patients receiving 
ibrutinib.7 Since the approval of ibrutinib, other targeted 
therapies have shown improved outcomes in large 
randomised studies with approval for the treatment of 
CLL in the frontline setting. The secondgeneration BTK 
inhibitor acalabrutinib, with or without the antiCD20 
antibody obinutuzumab, improved progressionfree 
survival when compared with chemoimmunotherapy,8,9 
with similar bleeding risk and reduced cardiac 
toxicities versus ibrutinib. The combination of the BCL2 
inhibitor venetoclax plus obinutuzumab has recently 
shown superior efficacy versus chemoimmunotherapy.8 
Nevertheless, novel, highly effective treatment options 
with reduced toxicity are needed.

The nextgeneration covalent BTK inhibitor 
zanubrutinib has improved selectivity versus ibrutinib.10 
Zanubrutinib demonstrated activity in early phase studies 

in multiple Bcell haematological malignancies, including 
CLL,11–13 and is approved in the EU and the USA for any 
line treatment of Waldenström macroglobulinemia and 
in the USA for adult patients with relapsed or refractory 
mantle cell lymphoma or marginal zone lymphoma. 
Pivotal phase 3 studies comparing zanubrutinib with 
ibrutinib demon strated similar or improved efficacy with 
lower rates of atrial fibrillation versus ibrutinib in patients 
with Waldenström macroglobulinemia and relapsed or 
refractory CLL.14,15 To assess whether similarly favourable 
results could be achieved in untreated CLL, we did a 
multicentre, openlabel, randomised phase 3 study 
(SEQUOIA) of zanubrutinib versus bendamustine–
rituximab chemoimmunotherapy in older patients or 
patients with comorbidities who have untreated CLL.

Methods
Study design and participants
SEQUOIA is a registrational phase 3, openlabel, 
randomised study conducted at 153 academic and 
community sites in 14 countries and regions (appendix 
pp 4–6). Bendamustine–rituximab was considered a 
standard of care in patients with untreated CLL in the 
participating countries, and was acceptable as a comparator 
by regulatory authorities. Patients with untreated CLL 
were eligible if they were aged 65 years or older or 18 years 
or older and had comorbidities, met at least one indication 
for treatment per International Workshop on CLL (iwCLL) 
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Research in context

Evidence before this study
We searched PubMed using the terms (“treatment-naïve” OR 
“treatment naïve” OR “untreated” AND “Bruton” OR “Bruton’s” 
OR “ibrutinib” OR “acalabrutinib” OR “zanubrutinib” AND 
“chronic lymphocytic leukaemia” OR “chronic lymphocytic 
leukaemia” OR “small lymphocytic lymphoma”) to find research 
published between Jan 1, 2000, and Jan 1, 2022. From this 
search, we found preclinical data showing potent in-vitro 
inhibition of Bruton tyrosine kinase (BTK) by zanubrutinib, with 
increased selectivity over the TEC, EGFR, and Src family kinases. 
These data supported a phase 1/2 study of zanubrutinib in 
patients with B-cell malignancies, including chronic lymphocytic 
leukaemia (CLL) or small lymphocytic lymphoma (SLL), which 
demonstrated in-vivo BTK inhibition and preliminary efficacy. To 
date, to our knowledge, no published randomised studies have 
analysed the efficacy of zanubrutinib in patients with untreated 
CLL or SLL. Previous randomised, controlled trials, including 
Alliance A041202 and ELEVATE-TN, have shown superior efficacy 
of the BTK inhibitors ibrutinib or acalabrutinib as monotherapy 
or in combination with an anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody when 
compared with chemoimmunotherapy in CLL.

Added value of this study
To our knowledge, this is the first phase 3 trial to compare 
zanubrutinib with chemoimmunotherapy in patients with 

untreated CLL or SLL who are older or have comorbidities and 
without the high-risk genomic abnormality del(17)(p13.1). In 
accordance with the results of the A041202 study testing 
ibrutinib, SEQUOIA showed that BTK inhibitors have superior 
efficacy compared with bendamustine–rituximab as frontline 
therapy in patients with CLL or SLL. Additionally, frontline 
zanubrutinib was associated with a low (3%) rate of atrial 
fibrillation, concordant with the reduced atrial fibrillation rate 
of zanubrutinib relative to ibrutinib observed in the relapsed 
setting in the ASPEN and ALPINE trials. Zanubrutinib might, 
therefore, be a new, less toxic option for the frontline treatment 
of patients with CLL or SLL who are older or have comorbidities 
and without the high-risk genomic abnormality del(17)(p13.1).

Implications of all the available evidence
BTK inhibitors have superior efficacy compared with 
chemoimmunotherapy as frontline treatment of patients 
with CLL or SLL and might be regarded as a potential standard 
of care for this population. Future studies will explore the 
efficacy of BTK inhibitors, including zanubrutinib, in 
combination with other agents, with the aim of achieving 
deeper remission and enabling prolonged treatment-free 
remission.
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criteria,16 and were considered unsuitable for fludarabine–
cyclophosphamide–rituximab treatment (defined as aged 
65 years or older, a Cumulative Illness Rating Scale [CIRS] 
score of more than 6,17 creatinine clearance less than 
70 mL/min, or history of severe or frequent infections). 
Patients eligible based on criteria other than CIRS were 
not required to have a baseline CIRS score. Additional 
eligibility criteria included an Eastern Cooperative 
Oncology Group performance status score of 2 or less and 
adequate hepatic, renal, and haematological function. 
Patients with clinically significant cardiovascular disease, 
such as recent myocardial infarction, unstable angina, 
severe congestive heart failure, uncontrolled hypertension, 
or uncontrolled arrhythmias were excluded; patients with 
controlled atrial fibrillation could enrol. Anticoagulation 
use, including warfarin, was not restricted. The full 
inclusion and exclusion criteria are in the appendix 
(pp 7–9).

Each participating patient provided written informed 
consent. Study sites’ institutional review boards or ethics 
committees approved the study protocol and its 
amendments. The study was conducted in accordance 
with the Declaration of Helsinki and International 
Conference on Harmonisation Guidelines for Good 
Clinical Practice.18,19 The study protocol is provided in the 
appendix.

Randomisation and masking
Patients without del(17)(p13·1) were assigned to cohort 1 
and randomly assigned (1:1) by sequential block method, 
using permutated blocks with a random block size of 
four (total amount of blocks requested was 2400) 
via a centralised interactive web response system 
(appendix p 16) to receive zanubrutinib (group A) or 
bendamustine–rituximab (group B; appendix p 19). 
Cohort 1 randomisation was stratified according to 
four prespecified factors: age (<65 years vs ≥65 years), 
Binet stage (C vs A/B), immunoglobulin heavy chain 
variable region (IGHV) mutational status (mutated vs 
unmutated), and geographical region (North America vs 
Europe vs AsiaPacific). Patients with del(17)(p13·1) 
were not randomly assigned because chemo immuno
therapy was not considered a suitable option based on 
international guidelines;1,20 these patients were assigned 
to cohort 2, received zanubrutinib (group C), and were 
analysed separately.

Patients and investigators were not masked to treatment. 
An independent review committee, whose members were 
unaware of the treatment group assignments, assessed 
patients for disease response and progression. The study 
sponsor did not perform unmasked aggregate analyses 
until after recommendation by the data monitoring 
committee to unblind the study.

Procedures
Patients received either oral zanubrutinib at 160 mg 
twice per day in 28day cycles until disease progression 

or unacceptable toxicity, or six cycles of intravenous 
bendamustine (90 mg/m² of body surface area on 
days 1 and 2 of each cycle) plus rituximab (375 mg/m² 
of body surface area on the day before or day of the start 
of cycle 1, and 500 mg/m² of body surface area on day 1 
of cycles 2 to 6). Group B patients with centrally 
confirmed disease progression could cross over to 
receive zanubrutinib. Zanubrutinib, bendamustine, 
and rituximab dose modifications were allowed for 
management of adverse events (appendix pp 9–11). 
Infection prophylaxis was allowed per institutional 
standard practice and was not mandated by protocol. 
Study investigators or patients could withdraw from the 
study due to consent withdrawal, loss to followup, or 
death.

Baseline assessments at screening included central 
analysis of highrisk disease characteristics, including 
mutational analysis of IGHV by DNA sequencing and 
fluorescence in situ hybridisation for key genomic 
abnormalities in chromosomes 13q, 11q, 12, and 17p 
associated with CLL (Vysis CLL FISH Probe Kit, Abbott 
Molecular, Chicago, IL, USA; appendix pp 11–12). 
Response assessments by the independent review 
committee and investigator were performed for CLL per 
iwCLL 2008 criteria16 with modification for treatment
related lymphocytosis,21 and for SLL per Lugano 
classification for lymphoma 201422 (appendix pp 12–16). 
CT of the neck, chest, abdomen, and pelvis with and 
without intravenous contrast was performed at baseline, 
every 12 weeks for 96 weeks, and every 24 weeks 
thereafter until progression, including for patients who 
discontinued or completed study treatment. Patient 
monitoring was done approximately every 12 weeks and 
included history, examination, serum chemistries, and 
complete blood count. Marrow examination was required 
to document complete response. A central laboratory 
assessed peripheral blood and marrow samples 
throughout the study (appendix p 11).

Safety was assessed by investigator every 4 weeks for 
the first 24 weeks, then every 12 weeks thereafter, 
according to patient history, examination, and laboratory 
measurements. Adverse events were documented until 
progression or start of next CLL therapy (appendix p 16). 
To avoid potential attribution bias, all adverse events, 
regardless of relatedness to study drug, have been 
reported. Haematological adverse events were graded per 
iwCLL Toxicity Grading Scale;16 nonhaematological 
adverse events were graded per Common Terminology 
Criteria for Adverse Events, version 4.03.

Outcomes
The primary endpoint was progressionfree survival, 
defined as time from randomisation to progression or 
death without progression (whichever occurred first), by 
independent review committee in groups A and B. 
Patients alive at the data cutoff date not meeting criteria 
for progression were censored (appendix p 17). Secondary 
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endpoints included progressionfree survival by 
independent review committee for group C; progression
free survival assessed by investigator for all groups; 
overall response rate (defined as the proportion of 
patients with a complete response, complete response 
with incomplete haematological recovery, nodular partial 
response, partial response, or partial response with 
lymphocytosis) and duration of response (defined as the 
time from first response to progression, death, or data 
cutoff date, whichever occurred first) assessed by 
independent review committee and investigator in all 
study groups; and overall survival for groups A and B 
(defined as time from randomisation until death). Safety, 
also an additional secondary endpoint, was analysed 
descriptively. Additional details are provided in the 
appendix (pp 17–18).

This Article focuses on efficacy and safety outcomes; 
thus, other secondary endpoints, patientreported 
outcomes (in groups A and B) and pharmacokinetic 
analyses of zanubrutinib (in groups A and C), will be 
reported in future work. Exploratory endpoints included 
overall survival in group C, as well as several other 
exploratory endpoints not reported in this Article: 
medical resource use, progressionfree survival after first 
progression event, analyses of biomarkers of progression 
and relapse, and patientrelated outcomes in group C. 
These results will be reported in future work. Additional 
analyses of patients enrolled in separate cohorts that are 
not part of primary analyses (from Chinese centres and 
patients receiving combination zanubrutinib and 
venetoclax) will be reported separately.

Statistical analysis
To compare zanubrutinib with bendamustine–rituximab, 
we estimated that 450 patients with 118 progressionfree 
survival events (progression or death) would provide the 
study with 83·5% power to detect a 42% (hazard ratio 
[HR] 0·58) lower risk of progression or death for 
zanubrutinib versus bendamustine–rituximab, at a 
twosided α of 0·05 at the final analysis. EAST (version 
6.4) was used to calculate sample size and superiority 
margin. The study was amended to increase the sample 
size from 420 patients to 450 patients in November, 2018, 
(appendix p 17). 

Efficacy endpoints for groups A and B were analysed in 
the intentiontotreat population. In group C, efficacy 
endpoints were assessed in the perprotocol analysis set. 
Safety was analysed in all patients who received at least 
one dose of study treatment.
Distribution of progressionfree survival, including 
median progressionfree survival and landmark 
timepoints at 24 months, was prespecified and estimated 
by the KaplanMeier method for each group using a 
stratified logrank test, with 95% CIs calculated using 
Brookmeyer and Greenwood methods (appendix p17). 
One prespecified interim analysis was to be performed 
after 86 progressionfree survival events (ie, 73% of the 

planned events for the final analysis) had occurred; data 
cutoff for this analysis was May 7, 2021. On July 27, 2021, 
the independent data monitoring committee determined 
that the primary endpoint was met because prespecified 
statistical boundaries for early stopping at the interim 
analysis were crossed for progressionfree survival based 
on stratified logrank tests. For early stopping, a 
superiority margin of a twosided p value of 0·037 was 
required. Before conducting the logrank test for 
progressionfree survival, the proportional hazards 
assumption was tested based on a Cox proportional
hazards model, in which the explanatory variables 
included treatment group and treatment group by 
progressionfree survival interaction. The proportional 
hazards assumption was not violated based on test results 
for an interaction term between treatment and time in 
the model (not significant under a onesided α 0·025, 
with a p value of 0·19; appendix p 17). Prespecified 
exploratory sensitivity analyses of progressionfree 
survival without stratification and without censoring for 
new anticancer therapy and multiple missed response 
assessments were also performed (appendix p 29). The 
study met its primary endpoint at the interim analysis; 
therefore final analysis will not be performed.

Secondary and exploratory endpoint analyses were 
prespecified to occur at the same time of the interim 
analysis for progressionfree survival; timetoevent 
secondary and exploratory efficacy endpoints were 
analysed using similar methods to the primary analysis, 
including landmark analyses of overall survival. Analysis 
for overall response rate was descriptive and included 
calculation of 95% CI by ClopperPearson method. 
Subgroup analyses were done based on unstratified Cox 
proportional hazards models and included prespecified 
demographic and clinically relevant factors. Prespecified 
subgroups were age (<65 years vs ≥65 years and <65 years 
vs 65–75 years vs ≥75 years), sex (male vs female), cancer 
type (CLL vs SLL), Binet stage (C vs A or B), Eastern 
Cooperative Oncology Group performance status 
(0 vs ≥1), bulky disease (LDi <5 cm vs ≥5 cm and LDi 
<10 cm vs ≥10 cm), IGHV mutational status (mutated 
vs unmutated), cytopenias at baseline (yes vs no), 
chromosome 11q deletion (yes vs no), TP53 mutation 
(yes vs no), serum β₂ microglobulin (≤3·5 mg/L vs 
>3·5 mg/L). Progression due to Richter transformation 
was analysed posthoc by investigator assessment only. A 
posthoc analysis of the incidence of grade 3 and worse 
adverse events in groups A and B in 6month intervals 
from start of treatment was also done. 

An independent data monitoring committee (appendix 
p 6) periodically oversaw study conduct and reviewed 
safety and efficacy results before sponsor review of 
unblinded data. SAS (version 9.4) was used for all 
statistical analyses. The study was registered with 
ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT03336333; actively recruiting) 
after one patient had enrolled on Nov 8, 2017, due to 
sponsor procedural error (appendix p 16).
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Role of the funding source
BeiGene sponsored and funded the study and was 
involved in study design and data analyses with the study 
steering committee. Trial investigators, including all non
sponsor authors, collected data during the trial (appendix 
pp 4–6). The sponsor managed the study database, 
supplied the study drug, and provided editorial assistance.

Results
Between Oct 31, 2017, and July 22, 2019, 706 patients were 
screened; 116 did not meet screening criteria (figure 1). Of 

590 patients enrolled, 111 patients with del(17)(p13·1) were 
assigned to group C; 479 patients were randomly assigned 
to receive zanubrutinib (group A, n=241) or bendamustine–
rituximab (group B, n=238). Baseline demographic and 
disease characteristics in groups A and B included median 
age of 70 years (IQR 66–74), 246 (53%) of 465 patients with 
evaluable results had unmutated IGHV, 142 (30%) of 
479 patients had bulky disease, and 140 (29%) of 479 patients 
had Binet stage C disease (table 1).

The prespecified interim analysis for the randomly 
assigned patient population was done on July 27, 2021. 

706 patients were assessed for eligibility

590 were eligible for study and enrolled

116 did not meet screening criteria
 80 did not meet eligibility criteria
 17 closure of group C*
 14 withdrew consent
 3 investigator decision
 2 other 

241 randomly assigned to zanubrutinib (group A)
 and were included in the efficacy analysis

1 did not receive study treatment
 due to investigator discretion†

240 received treatment and included in safety
 analysis

206 receiving zanubrutinib at data cutoff

34 discontinued treatment
 11 disease progression
 20 adverse event
 1 investigator discretion
   2 withdrawal by patient

238 randomly assigned to bendamustine–
 rituximab (group B) and were included in the 
 efficacy analysis

479 did not have del(17)(p13·1) and were
 randomly assigned to treatment

11 did not receive study treatment
 6 withdrawal by patient
 2 investigator discretion
 2 adverse event
 1 other‡

227 received treatment and included in safety
 analysis

188 completed regimen 
 15 crossed over to receive zanubrutinib after 
  centrally confirmed disease progression

39 discontinued treatment
   1 disease progression
 31 adverse event
   3 investigator discretion
   1 withdrawal by patient
   3 other§

111 received zanubrutinib and were included in
 the safety analysis

111 had del(17)(p13.1) and were assigned to
zanubrutinib

1 without del(17p) inadvertently 
 assigned and not included in
 efficacy analysis

110 with del(17)(p13·1) included in efficacy 
 analysis

93 receiving zanubrutinib at data cutoff¶

18 discontinued treatment
 10 disease progression  
     6 adverse event
     2 withdrawal by patient

Figure 1: Trial profile
One patient without del(17)(p13·1) was misassigned to group C and was not included in the efficacy analysis. All patients without del(17)(p13·1) were included in the 
intention-to-treat analysis. All patients who received at least one dose of study treatment were included in the safety analysis. CLL=chronic lymphocytic leukaemia. 
*Group C reached its protocol-defined size of 100 patients; any patient with centrally confirmed  del(17)(p13·1) after that screening closure of group C was not 
enrolled onto the study. †Due to thrombocytopenia and anaemia after randomisation, but before first dose. ‡Due to thrombocytopenia after randomisation, but 
before first dose. §One patient discontinued after extended dose hold for an adverse event; one patient elected to discontinue treatment after multiple adverse 
events; one patient did not want to continue treatment. ¶Includes patient without del(17)(p13·1) who was not included in the efficacy analysis.
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With a median followup of 26·2 months 
(IQR 23·7 to 29·6), 36 (15%) of 241 patients in group A 
receiving zanubrutinib and 71 (30%) of 238 patients in 
group B receiving bendamustine–rituximab had 

progressed or died per independent review committee. 
The difference in progressionfree survival between the 
groups met prespecified criteria for superiority at the 
interim analysis, with median progressionfree survival 
not reached in either group (group A 95% CI not 
estimable [NE] to NE; group B 28·1 months to NE; 
HR 0·42, 95% CI 0·28 to 0·63; twosided p<0·0001; 
figure 2). At 24 months, estimated progressionfree 
survival was 85·5% (95% CI 80·1 to 89·6) in group A and 
69·5% (62·4 to 75·5) in group B. Exploratory sensitivity 
analyses without censoring did not show significantly 
different results to the primary analysis (appendix p 29). 
Sensitivity analyses of progressionfree survival without 
stratification and without censoring for multiple missed 
response assessments are also shown in the appendix 
(p 29). Consistent results were observed by investigator 
assessment, with 29 (12%) of 241 patients in group A and 
57 (24%) of 238 patients in group B having progressed or 
died by data cutoff (HR 0·42, 95% CI 0·27 to 0·66; 
twosided p=0·00011; appendix p 20).

In prespecified subgroup analyses of progressionfree 
survival by independent review committee, progression
free survival was consistently longer with zanubrutinib 
than with bendamustine–rituximab independent of age, 
sex, or highrisk disease status, including Binet stage C, 
bulky disease, or presence of unmutated IGHV gene 
(figure 2; appendix p 21), or del(11)(q22·3) (appendix 
p 22). By contrast, the difference in progressionfree 
survival between the treatment groups was not significant 
among patients with mutated IGHV (figure 2; appendix 
p 21). Additionally, we could not demonstrate a 
statistically significant benefit in the small subgroups of 
patients in SLL, or those with a pathogenic TP53 
mutation.

Overall response rate, as assessed by independent 
review committee, was 94·6% (228/241; 95% CI 
91·0–97·1) in group A and 85·3% (203/238; 95% CI 
80·1–89·6) in group B (appendix p 30). 16 (7%) of 
241 patients in group A and 36 (15%) of 238 patients in 
group B had a complete response, as assessed by 
independent review committee. The overall response 
rate, as assessed by investigator, was 97·5% (235/241; 
95% CI 94·7–99·1) in group A versus 88·7% (211/238; 

Figure 2: Progression-free survival and overall survival per independent 
review committee assessment for patients without del(17)(p13·1)

(A) Kaplan-Meier estimates of progression-free survival among all patients 
without del(17)(p13·1) randomly assigned to groups A or B. (B) Kaplan-Meier 

estimates of overall survival among all patients without del(17)(p13·1) randomly 
assigned to groups A or B. Tick marks denote censored patients. (C) Forest plot 

of HRs for progression or death for selected prespecified subgroups. CLL=chronic 
lymphocytic leukaemia. ECOG=Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group. HR=hazard 

ratio. LDi=longest diameter. SLL=small lymphocytic lymphoma. *HRs and 
95% CIs were from stratified (for all patients) or unstratified analysis (for 

subgroups) Cox regression model with the bendamustine–rituximab group as 
the reference group. †Patients with anaemia (haemoglobin ≤110 g/L), 

thrombocytopenia (platelet count ≤100 × 10⁹/L), or neutropenia (absolute 
neutrophil count ≤1·5 × 10⁹/L). 

Patients without del(17)(p13·1) Patients with 
del(17)(p13·1)

Group A, 
zanubrutinib 
(n=241)

Group B, 
bendamustine–
rituximab (n=238)

Group C, 
zanubrutinib 
(n=111)

Age, years 70 (66–75) 70 (66–74) 70 (66–74)

<65 45 (19%) 46 (19%) 16 (14%)

≥65* 196 (81%) 192 (81%) 95 (86%)

Sex

Female 87 (37%) 94 (39%) 32 (29%)

Male 154 (64%) 144 (61%) 79 (71%)

Race or ethnicity

White 221 (92%) 206 (87%) 105 (95%)

Black 4 (2%) 4 (2%) 0

Asian or Pacific Islander 5 (2%) 9 (4%) 1 (1%)

Not reported or unknown 11 (5%) 22 (9%) 5 (5%)

Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status score

0 110 (46%) 101 (42%) 44 (40%)

1 116 (48%) 117 (49%) 53 (48%)

2 15 (6%) 20 (8%) 14 (13%)

Cancer type

CLL 221 (92%) 218 (92%) 100 (90%)

SLL 20 (8%) 20 (8%) 11 (10%)

Geographical region

North America 34 (14%) 28 (12%) 12 (11%)

Europe 174 (72%) 172 (72%) 52 (47%)

Asia-Pacific 33 (14%) 38 (16%) 47 (42%)

Binet stage†

A/B 171 (71%) 168 (71%) 72 (65%)

C 70 (29%) 70 (29%) 39 (35%)

Bulky disease ≥5 cm 69 (29%) 73 (31%) 44 (40%)

Cytopenia at baseline‡ 102 (42%) 109 (46%) 61 (55%)

β-2-microglobulin >3·5 mg/L 135/245 (58%) 131/229 (57%) 78/101 (77%)

Time from initial diagnosis, months 31·28 (8·9–66·6) 28·67 (7·4–54·1) 21·39 (6·4–54·8)

Unmutated IGHV gene 125/234 (53%) 121/231 (52%) 67/103 (60%)

del(17p) 2 (1%)§ 0 110 (99%)¶

del(11q) 43 (18%) 46 (19%) 37 (33%)

del(13q) 136 (56%) 129 (54%) 74 (67%)

Trisomy 12 45 (19%) 49 (21%) 20 (18%)

No FISH abnormalities|| 56 (23%) 59 (25%) 0

TP53 mutation 15/232 (6%) 13/223 (6%) 47/109 (43%)

Data are median (IQR), n (%), or n/n (%) where the denominator differs from the column total. CLL=chronic 
lymphocytic leukaemia. FISH=fluorescence in situ hybridisation. SLL=small lymphocytic lymphoma. *Patients 75 years 
or older included 63 patients in group A (26%), 53 patients in group B (22%), and 27 patients in group C (24%). 
†Patients with SLL had Binet stage calculated as if they had CLL. ‡Defined as having anaemia (haemoglobin ≤110 g/L), 
thrombocytopenia (platelets ≤100 × 10⁹/L), or neutropenia (absolute neutrophil count ≤1·5 × 10⁹/L). §Two patients 
with del(17)(p13·1) were misassigned to the randomly assigned cohort of patients without del(17)(p13·1). These 
patients are included in the intention-to-treat analysis. ¶One patient without del(17)(p13·1) was misassigned to the 
non-randomly assigned cohort of patients with del(17)(p13·1). The patient is excluded from the efficacy analysis of this 
cohort. ||Defined as the absence of del(17p), del(11q), del(13q), and trisomy 12.

Table 1: Baseline patient and disease characteristics
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Number at risk
(number censored)

Bendamustine–
rituximab

Zanubrutinib
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Time since randomisation (months)
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A

0

Time since randomisation (months)

3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42

238
(0)
241
(0)

222
(13)
238
(1)

217
(16)
238
(1)

212
(18)
235
(3)

210
(20)
233
(4)

209
(21)
231
(4)

208
(21)
230
(4)

198
(29)
228
(5)

141
(85)
179
(49)

84
(141)

97
(128)

41
(184)

48
(177)

16
(209)

22
(203)

4
(221)

6
(219)

0
(224)

1
(224)

··
··
0

(225)

B

Bendamustine–rituximab
Zanubrutinib

HR 0·42 (95% CI 0·28–0·63);
two-sided p<0·0001

Events/
patients (n/N)

71/238
36/241

24-month 
progression-free survival

69·5 (62·4–75·5)
85·5 (80·1–89·6) HR 1·07 (95% CI 0·51–2·22); p=0·87

C
HR (95% CI)*Events/patients (n/N)

Zanubrutinib Bendamustine–rituximab

Age (years)

<65

≥65

Sex

Male

Female

Cancer type

CLL

SLL

Binet stage

A or B

C

ECOG performance status

0

≥1

Bulky disease (LDi <5 cm vs ≥5 cm)

<5 cm

≥5 cm

IGHV mutational status

Mutated

Unmutated

Cytopenias at baseline†

Yes

No

Chromosome 11q22·3 deletion

Yes

No

TP53 mutation

Yes

No

Serum β₂ microglobulin

≤3·5 mg/L

>3·5 mg/L

All patients

 

 6/45

 30/196

 

 24/154

 12/87

 33/221

 3/20

 24/171

 12/70

 12/110

 24/131

 21/172

 15/69

 18/109

 15/125

 21/102

 15/139

 7/43

 29/198

 5/15

 31/217

 7/99

 29/135

 36/241

 

 19/46

 52/192

 47/144

 24/94

 67/218

 4/20

 52/168

 19/70

 24/101

 47/137

 44/165

 27/73

 25/110

 45/121

 34/109

 37/129

 22/46

 49/192

 3/13

 65/210

 28/98

 39/131

 71/238

 

 0·25 (0·10–0·62)

 0·47 (0·30–0·74)

 0·39 (0·24–0·64)

 0·45 (0·23–0·91)

 0·39 (0·26–0·60)

 0·83 (0·18–3·69)

 0·39 (0·24–0·64)

 0·48 (0·23–1·00)

 0·39 (0·19–0·78)

 0·43 (0·26–0·71)

 0·37 (0·22–0·63)

 0·52 (0·27–0·97)

 0·67 (0·36–1·22)

 0·24 (0·13–0·43)

 0·55 (0·32–0·95)

 0·31 (0·17–0·57)

 0·21 (0·09–0·50)

 0·50 (0·32–0·80)

 1·19 (0·28–4·99)

 0·38 (0·25–0·59)

 0·22 (0·10–0·51)

 0·58 (0·36–0·95)

 0·42 (0·28–0·63)

10 32

Favours bendamustine–rituximabFavours zanubrutinib
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95% CI 83·9 to 92·4) in group B. 22 (9%) of 241 patients 
in group A and 43 (18%) of 238 patients in group B had a 
complete response, as assessed by investigator (appendix 
p 31). Investigatorassessed progression due to Richter 
transformation (posthoc analysis) occurred in five (2%) 
of 241 patients in group A and one (<1%) of 238 patients 
in group B. Median duration of response by independent 
review committee and investigator was not reached for 
group A (95% CI NE–NE for both types of assessment) 
and for group B was 30·6 months (95% CI for 
independent review committee 25·5–NE, appendix p 24; 
95% CI for investigator assessment 26·2–NE; appendix 
p 25).

At data cutoff, 16 (7%) of 241 patients in group A and 
14 (6%) of 238 in group B had died. Median overall 
survival was not reached in either group (95% CI group 
A NE–NE, group B 30·6–NE). Estimated 24month 
overall survival was 94·3% (95% CI 90·4–96·7) in group 
A and 94·6% (90·6–96·9) in group B. No significant 
difference in overall survival was observed between 
groups A and B (HR 1·07, 95% CI 0·51–2·22; p=0·87).

Preliminary safety and efficacy results per investigator 
assessment for group C patients have been published.23 
Updated analysis at a median followup of 30·5 months 
(IQR 27·6–33·1) showed that 15 (14%) of 110 patients in 

group C had progressed or died per independent review 
committee and one patient had died without progression, 
with the median progressionfree survival by independent 
review committee not reached (95% CI NE–NE). 
KaplanMeier estimates for progressionfree survival per 
independent review committee and overall survival are 
shown in figure 3. At 24 months, estimated progression
free survival by independent review committee was 
88·9% (95% CI 81·3–93·6). Median progressionfree 
survival per investigator was also not reached (95% CI 
NE–NE); similar 24month progressionfree survival was 
observed by investigators (87·0%, 79·0–92·1; appendix 
p 23). Estimated 24month overall survival for group C 
was 93·6% (95% CI 87·1–96·9).The overall response rate 
was 90·0% (99/110; 95% CI 82·8–94·9), as assessed by 
independent review committee, and 96·4% (106/110; 
91·0–99·0), as assessed by investigator (appendix 
pp 30–31). Median duration of response by independent 
review committee or investigator was not reached 
(independent review committee 95% CI NE–NE, 
appendix p 26; investigator 95% CI NE–NE, appendix 
p 27). Seven (6%) of 110 patients had a complete response, 
as assessed by independent review committee. Six (5%) 
of 110 patients progressed due to Richter transformation 
according to investigator assessment. 

Median safety followup was 26·4 months 
(IQR 24·2–29·5) for group A (zanubrutinib) and 
25·9 months (23·4–29·6) for group B (bendamustine–
rituximab). In group A, 206 (85%) of 241 patients 
remained on zanubrutinib, with a median relative 
dose intensity of 98·0% (IQR 95·2–99·7). In group B, 
188 (79%) of 238 patients completed six cycles of 
bendamustine–rituximab. 33 (14%) of 241 patients in 
group A and 85 (36%) of 238 patients in group B required 
dose reductions. For patients receiving zanubrutinib in 
group C, median safety followup was 30·0 months 
(IQR 27·0–32·5); 93 (84%) of 111 patients remained on 
treatment, with a median relative dose intensity of 98% 
(IQR 95·1–99·3). 11 (10%) of 111 patients required dose 
reduction. Details regarding treatment exposure are 
provided in the appendix (p 28).

In the randomised portion of the study, the most 
common grade 3 or worse adverse event regardless of 
attribution was neutropenia (group A 27 [11%] of 
240 patients; group B 116 [51%] of 227 patients; table 2). 
26 (11%) of 240 patients in group A and 132 (58%) of 
227 patients in group B required growth factors to 
support neutrophil count. Grade 3 or worse infections 
occurred in 39 (16%) of 240 patients in group A and 
43 (19%) of 227 patients in group B (appendix p 37). 
Among patients with anygrade neutropenia, two (5%) of 
37 patients in group A and ten (8%) of 129 patients in 
group B had concurrent grade 3 or worse infections. In 
group B, grade 3 and worse infection during the first 
6 months of treatment occurred in 32 (14%) of 
227 patients and in less than 3% for each 6month period 
afterwards; in group A, grade 3 and worse infection rates 
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Figure 3: Progression-free survival per independent review committee assessment and overall survival for 
patients with del(17)(p13·1)
(A) Kaplan-Meier estimate of progression-free survival among patients in group C. (B) Kaplan-Meier estimate of 
overall survival among patients in group C. All assessments were performed by independent review committee 
and in the efficacy population. Tick marks denote censored patients.
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were similar throughout (appendix p 34). 21 (9%) of 
240 patients in group A and eight (4%) of 227 patients in 
group B reported COVID19related adverse events. 
Serious adverse events occurred in 88 (37%) of 
240 patients in group A, 113 (50%) of 227 patients in 
group B, and 45 (41%) of 111 patients in group C. Details 
of serious adverse events and adverse events occurring 
during the treatmentemergent period are provided in 
the appendix (pp 35–36).

Zanubrutinib adverse events of interest are 
summarised in the appendix (pp 37–38). Anygrade atrial 
fibrillation was observed in eight (3%) of 240 patients in 
group A and six (3%) of 227 patients in group B. 
One patient in group A had nonsustained ventricular 
tachycardia and myocardial ischaemia; zanubrutinib was 
recommenced without recurrent arrhythmia following 
stent placement. One patient in group B with no known 
cardiac history reported ongoing ventricular extrasystoles. 
Overall incidences of grade 3 or worse cardiac adverse 

events are reported in the appendix (p 39). Major bleeding 
events were observed in 12 (5%) of 240 patients in 
group A, four (2%) of 227 patients in group B, and 
eight (7%) of 111 patients in group C (appendix p 40). 
Other cancers occurred in 31 (13%) of 240 patients in 
group A, 20 (9%) of 227 patients in group B, and 24 (22%) 
of 111 patients in group C (appendix p 41).

Adverse events leading to treatment discontinuation 
occurred in 20 (8%) of 240 patients in group A and 
31 (14%) of 227 patients in group B (appendix p 42). The 
most common adverse events leading to treatment 
discontinuation were COVID19 (group A; five [2%] 
of 240), neutropenia (group B; four [2%] of 227), infusion
related reaction, rash, and thrombocytopenia (group B; 
three each [1%] of 227; appendix p 42). Death from any 
cause was reported in 16 (7%) of 240 patients in group A 
and 14 (6%) of 227 patients in group B (appendix p 43). 
Two (1%) of 240 patients died from disease progression 
in group A, whereas none did in group B. Death from 

Patients without del(17)(p13·1) Patients with del(17)(p13·1)

Group A, zanubrutinib (n=240*) Group B, bendamustine–rituximab (n=227†) Group C, zanubrutinib (n=111)

Grade 1–2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 1–2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 1–2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5

Any 98 (41%) 87 (36%) 28 (12%) 11 (5%) 37 (16%) 88 (39%) 81 (36%) 12 (5%)‡ 48 (43%) 48 (43%) 10 (9%) 3 (3%)

Serious 16 (7%) 49 (20%) 12 (5%) 11 (5%) 12 (5%) 70 (31%) 19 (8%) 12 (5%) 7 (6%) 34 (31%) 1 (1%) 3 (3%)

Common adverse events

Contusion 46 (19%) 0 0 0 8 (4%) 0 0 0 22 (20%) 0 0 0

Upper respiratory tract 
infection

39 (16%) 2 (1%) 0 0 25 (11%) 2 (1%) 0 0 23 (21%) 0 0 0

Diarrhoea 32 (13%) 2 (1%) 0 0 26 (12%) 2 (1%) 0 2 (1%) 18 (16%) 1 (1%) 0 0

Arthralgia 30 (13%) 2 (1%) 0 0 19 (8%) 1 (<1%) 0 0 21 (19%) 1 (1%) 0 0

Neutropenia 10 (4%) 11 (5%) 16 (7%) 0 13 (6%) 50 (22%) 66 (29%) 0 3 (3%) 8 (7%) 9 (8%) 0

Hypertension 14 (6%) 15 (6%) 0 0 9 (4%) 11 (5%) 0 0 5 (5%) 5 (5%) 0 0

Fatigue 25 (10%) 3 (1%) 0 0 34 (15%) 2 (1%) 0 0 9 (8%) 1 (1%) 0 0

Cough 27 (11%) 0 0 0 23 (10%) 0 0 0 14 (13%) 0 0 0

Headache 26 (11%) 0 0 0 17 (7%) 0 0 0 10 (9%) 2 (2%) 0 0

Rash 26 (11%) 0 0 0 38 (17%) 6 (3%) 0 0 16 (14%) 0 0 0

Constipation 23 (10%) 1 (<1%) 0 0 43 (19%) 0 0 0 17 (15%) 0 0 0

Nausea 24 (10%) 0 0 0 71 (31%) 3 (1%) 0 0 17 (15%) 0 0 0

Back pain 21 (9%) 0 0 0 15 (7%) 1 (<1%) 0 0 15 (14%) 1 (1%) 0 0

Pyrexia 17 (7%) 0 0 0 52 (23%) 8 (4%) 0 0 7 (6%) 1 (1%) 0 0

Vomiting 17 (7%) 0 0 0 30 (13%) 3 (1%) 0 0 8 (7%) 0 0 0

Pneumonia 8 (3%) 4 (2%) 0 0 9 (4%) 9 (4%) 0 1 (<1%) 7 (6%) 5 (5%) 0 1 (1%)

Anaemia 10 (4%) 1 (<1%) 0 0 38 (17%) 4 (2%) 0 0 6 (5%) 0 0 0

Basal cell carcinoma 10 (4%) 1 (<1%) 0 0 3 (1%) 0 0 0 12 (11%) 0 0 0

Thrombocytopenia 5 (2%) 3 (1%) 1 (<1%) 0 14 (6%) 10 (4%) 6 (3%) 0 3 (3%) 1 (1%) 0 0

Infusion-related reaction 1 (<1%)§ 0 0 0 37 (16%) 5 (2%) 1 (<1%) 0 0 0 0 0

All bleeding adverse events¶ 99 (41%) 8 (3%) 0 1 (<1%) 21 (9%) 3 (1%) 1 (<1%) 0 51 (46%) 6 (5%) 0 0

All cardiac adverse events¶ 24 (10%) 10 (4%) 0 2 (1%) 13 (6%) 9 (4%) 1 (<1%) 1 (<1%) 12 (11%) 3 (3%) 1 (1%) 1 (1%)

Data are n (%). The table shows grade 1–2 adverse events occurring in at least 10% of patients, or grade 3 or worse in at least 5% of patients in any group. Patients who had more than one adverse event of the 
same type were counted once under the highest grade.  Adverse events listed occurred during treatment or follow-up, excluding events that occurred after progression. The safety population included all patients 
who began the assigned treatment. *One patient in group A did not receive zanubrutinib and is not included in the safety analysis. †11 patients did not receive bendamustine–rituximab and are not included in 
the safety analysis. ‡Includes one patient who had a grade 5 event (confusion) that began prior to but ended after the data cutoff. §Due to amphotericin B infusion. ¶Grouped analyses.

Table 2: Adverse events
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adverse events occurred in 11 patients in group A and 
12 patients in group B; the most common adverse event 
leading to death in group A was COVID19 (five [2%] 
of 240), whereas in group B these were diarrhoea and 
aspiration pneumonia (two each [1%] of 227). No sudden 
deaths were reported.

The overall incidence of adverse events occurring 
in group C (patients with del[17][p13·1] receiving 
zanubrutinib) was 98% (109/111; table 2). When 
examining adverse events of interest in group C, grade 3 
or worse neutropenia occurred in 17 (15%) of 111 patients; 
growth factor support for neutrophil count was required 
in 14 (13%) of 111 patients. One patient had grade 4 
pseudomonal sepsis concurrent with grade 4 neutropenia; 
study treatment was discontinued. Eight (7%) of 
111 patients reported major bleeding adverse events, four 
of whom were treated with concurrent antithrombotic 
therapy (n=2 edoxaban, n=1 apixaban and heparin, n=1 
aspirin). One patient had a subdural haematoma after 
surgical repair of a preexisting Chiari malformation and 
was able to restart study treatment. Most nonmelanoma 
skin cancers were basal cell carcinomas (appendix p 41). 
Six (5%) of 111 patients reported adverse events leading to 
treatment discon tinuation (appendix p 42); eight (7%) of 
111 patients died on study, including four due to disease 
progression and three due to adverse events; no patient in 
this group died due to COVID19 (appendix p 43).

Discussion
SEQUOIA is, to our knowledge, the first randomised, 
phase 3 study examining the efficacy and safety of 
zanubrutinib in patients with untreated CLL. Zanubrutinib 
demonstrated superior progressionfree survival versus 
bendamustine–rituximab in older patients or those with 
comorbidities with untreated CLL without del(17)(p13·1). 
After median followup of 26·2 months, the primary 
endpoint was met: progressionfree survival by inde
pendent review committee was significantly longer with 
zanubrutinib versus bendamustine–rituximab at the 
interim analysis. These findings were broadly consistent 
with those of randomised trials of other BTK inhibitors 
examined in patients with coexisting conditions, such as 
ibrutinib (Alliance A041202)3 and acalabrutinib mono
therapy (ELEVATETN),9 even when accounting for 
differences in study conduct and inclusion of patients with 
del(17)(p13·1) in each randomised population. Progression
free survival was significantly improved in several high
risk subgroups, including patients with del(11)(q22·3) and 
an unmutated IGHV gene. Progressionfree survival in 
patients with a mutated IGHV gene did not show 
statistically significant improvement with BTK inhibition. 
The subgroup analysis results were consistent with 
findings from Alliance A0412023 and ELEVATETN.9 The 
efficacy advantages described above were consistently 
observed in investigator assessments.

A higher response rate was observed for patients in 
group A versus those in group B. Consistent with the 

class effect of BTK inhibitors, complete remissions are 
uncommon in the first 3 years of therapy; additional 
followup is needed to determine whether or not 
zanubrutinib responses deepen with time, as observed 
with studies of other BTK inhibitors.24 Complete response 
rate might be underestimated in both groups due to 
absence of the required bone marrow examination to 
confirm clearance of marrow involvement, which in 
many cases was due to COVID19related restrictions. 
Progressionfree survival and complete response rate of 
bendamustine–rituximab appeared less robust in 
group B patients than in those without del(17)(p13·1) 
enrolled in Alliance A041202;3 differences in study 
conduct, including independent review committee use, 
intentiontotreat analysis, and shorter followup time in 
SEQUOIA than in Alliance A041202 might explain 
differences between studies. SEQUOIA included a 
higher frequency of imaging studies and laboratory 
assessments, which might have identified progression 
earlier (eg, asymptomatic increases in lymph nodes or 
lymphocyte counts). Progressionfree survival and the 
complete response rate of bendamustine–rituximab in 
group B as assessed by investigator appeared more 
similar to the results of Alliance A041202.3 The incidence 
of Richter transformation in group A was similar to that 
of previous studies; however, the incidence of Richter 
transformation in group B was lower than previously 
reported.25 A higher incidence of Richter transformation 
in group C versus groups A and B was anticipated 
considering the association of this transformation with 
del(17)(p13·1).26

The results of this study confirm published data 
showing that zanubrutinib is effective in patients with 
CLL with del(17)(p13·1). Patients with del(17p)positive 
disease were enrolled in the nonrandomised group C 
because these patients historically have poor outcomes 
with chemoimmunotherapy. Group C is among the 
largest prospective studies of patients with untreated 
del(17)(p13·1). This group included a substantial 
proportion of patients from Australia and New Zealand, 
where COVID19 was less prevalent during the study and 
the incidence of skin cancers in patients with CLL is 
higher compared with the general population.27 
Comparisons with results from prospective trials of BTK 
inhibitors in untreated CLL with del(17)(p13·1) are 
limited; Alliance A041202 and ELEVATETN studies 
included patients with del(17)(p13·1) in the primary 
analyses.3,9 In longterm followup data from 34 patients 
with del(17)(p13·1) or TP53 mutation treated with 
ibrutinib, 24month progressionfree survival was 85%, 
similar to that observed in group C.28 With extended 
followup, including independent efficacy review, these 
data support a potential role for zanubrutinib in this 
difficulttotreat population.

Consistent with the known class effects of BTK 
inhibitors,11 bleeding adverse events occurred more often 
in patients treated with zanubrutinib. Several patients 
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who reported major bleeding adverse events were 
concurrently administered antithrombotic medications, 
which might have contributed to these events. Overall, 
rates of anygrade bleeding events were similar to those 
reported in studies of other BTK inhibitors.9 Alliance 
A0412023 and ELEVATETN9 required stopping of 
anticoagulation before enrolment, whereas our study did 
not restrict anticoagulation use at study entry; differences 
in study conduct might confound comparison of bleeding 
rates between BTK inhibitors.

Cardiac adverse event incidence, especially arrhythmias, 
can be a substantial limiting factor of BTK inhibitor 
treatment and might be associated with substantial 
morbidity, mortality, and costs.7,29 In contrast to our 
findings, an increased rate of atrial fibrillation was 
reported with ibrutinib versus chemoimmunotherapy 
treatment in randomised studies.2,3 In Alliance A041202, a 
study comparing ibrutinib with or without rituximab with 
bendamustine–rituximab,3,30 the atrial fibrillation rate at 
24month followup was 12·6% with ibrutinib whereas 
the rate with bendamustine–rituximab was similar to that 
in our study (3%).30 Unexplained or unwitnessed deaths 
with ibrutinib treatment, possibly due to cardiac 
arrhythmias, were observed in 11 (3·0%) of 361 patients 
treated with ibrutinib.3 Rates of cardiac arrhythmias with 
zanubrutinib in this study were consistent with those 
observed in other large, randomised studies of second
generation BTK inhibitors, including zanubrutinib and 
acalabrutinib, in Bcell malignancies.9,14,15 These results 
support the hypothesis that reduced inhibition of off
target kinases with zanubrutinib might avoid increased 
risk of cardiac arrhythmias observed with ibrutinib.4,6,10

Rates of infection, including grade 3 and worse 
infections, were similar between groups A and B. 
However, more patients reported grade 3 or worse 
COVID19 infection in group A than in group B, and five 
patients have died from COVID19 in group A versus one 
patient in group B, and no COVID19related deaths 
occurred in group C. All patients receiving bendamustine–
rituximab had completed therapy by December, 2019, with 
approximately 75% being treatmentfree for 6 months or 
more by the time of the WHO COVID19 pandemic 
declaration in March, 2020. Patients actively receiving 
bendamustine–rituximab were immunocompromised, as 
evident from the increased risk of grade 3 and worse 
infection in group B within the first 6 months of treatment, 
and would have been more susceptible to severe COVID19 
infection. Retrospective data from patients with lymphoma 
actively receiving chemotherapy or who received rituximab 
within 6 months of infection showed significantly worse 
outcomes due to COVID19, including for death, 
consistent with this hypothesis.31 Therefore, the lower rate 
of COVID19 deaths observed in group B might be 
explained by the differential timing of the COVID19 
pandemic in relation to the treatment groups.

This study had several limitations. Patients and 
investigators were not masked to study treatments 

because treatment route, schedule, and duration were 
dissimilar between the groups; however, we believe that 
the primary endpoint results remain robust due to the use 
of a blinded independent review committee. Patients with 
pathogenic TP53 mutations could not be identified at 
screening and were not included in group C; however, this 
small population did not substantially affect the primary 
endpoint. Although bendamustine–rituximab was, and 
remains, a widely accepted standard of care for CLL 
according to international guidelines at the time of study 
design, and as the control group for other randomised 
studies (eg, Alliance A0412023), it might not be a current 
preferred regimen for patients with untreated CLL in 
some countries. The onset of COVID19 during study 
conduct prevented some sites from completing all study 
assessments, including marrow examinations. Safety 
comparisons between zanubrutinib and bendamustine–
rituximab might have been confounded because no 
patients were actively treated with bendamustine–
rituximab at the onset of the COVID19 pandemic. Given 
the short followup and infrequent events on study, 
extended followup will be needed to identify trends in 
overall survival; future analyses might be confounded by 
crossover design.

In summary, zanubrutinib showed superior 
progressionfree survival versus bendamustine–
rituximab in older patients or those with comorbidities 
with untreated CLL, with a low incidence of cardiac 
arrhythmia. Similar efficacy was observed in patients 
with del(17p)positive disease. The SEQUOIA study 
provides aggregate data supporting the potential use of 
zanubrutinib as a new treatment option for patients with 
untreated CLL or SLL.
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